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ABSTRACT 

A superconductor exhibiting a polarity-dependent critical current is of fundamental as well as 

technological interest, because the superconducting (SC) layer can then admit a perfect dissipationless 

transmission along one direction while offering a large resistance along the opposite, leading to a 

phenomenon called SC diode effect or rectification. Here we demonstrate that SC diode effects are 

ubiquitous in superconductors and observable in a large variety of settings. Controllable via an out-of-plane 

magnetic field, we observe an extremely sensitive SC diode effect (type A) in superconducting vanadium 

or niobium stripes with symmetry breaking between their two edges.  Nonreciprocity of critical current 

results from an out-of-plane field as small as 1 Oe, while the diode efficiency and polarity are manipulated 

via the strength and direction of the field. With the out-of-plane field carefully eliminated, an in-plane field 

also creates a sizeable asymmetry between critical currents (type B), regardless of whether this field is 
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perpendicular or parallel to the current flow direction. Finally, we demonstrate nonreciprocal critical 

currents with a giant diode efficiency reaching 65% when the SC V film couples to a ferromagnetic EuS 

layer with in-plane magnetization orthogonal to current flow (type C) and a clear diode rectification is seen. 

This is also realized at zero applied field, in the remnant magnetic state of EuS. Our observations show the 

ubiquity of the superconducting diode effect, and pave the way for the development of versatile SC rectifiers 

employing simple structures using widely available materials.  

 

Introduction 

Similar to a traditional semiconductor diode, a superconductor with non-reciprocal current flow, a SC 

diode, may form the building block for, e.g., dissipationless SC digital logic. The recent observation of such 

a SC diode effect in a complex thin film superconductor heterostructure subjected to an external magnetic 

field has stimulated vigorous activity towards understanding and replicating it1. Supercurrent rectification 

has also been demonstrated in multiple Josephson junction systems including Al-InGaAs/InAs-Al2, 

NbSe2/Nb3Br8/NbSe2
3 and Nb-NiTe2-Nb4, where largest nonreciprocities are observed at large in-plane 

magnetic fields2,4. Furthermore, an intrinsic SC diode effect has been observed in twisted trilayer 

graphene/WTe2 heterostructures in an out-of-plane magnetic field5. Several theoretical mechanisms have 

been proposed to explain the SC diode effects in superconductors6-8 and in Josephson junctions9, with 

special emphasis on a potential role of the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state6,8,9. The 

breaking of time-reversal and inversion symmetries in a superconductor with Rashba spin-orbit coupling 

(SOC) supports a helical superconducting phase, with the order parameter modulated in a direction 

transverse to the Zeeman field: ∆(𝑟) = ∆𝑒𝑖𝑞0𝑟 . In such a FFLO-like phase, Cooper pairs gain a finite 

momentum 𝑞0 , and the depairing effect for supercurrents flowing parallel and anti-parallel to 𝑞0  is 

different, leading to a critical current nonreciprocity. On general grounds, interfaces cause inversion 

symmetry-breaking and Rashba SOC along the normal z direction thereby admitting a polar and odd-under-

time-reversal vector 𝑇 along 𝑧 × ℎ, where ℎ is an applied magnetic field or an exchange field induced by 

an adjacent ferromagnet (FM)10. Thus, application of an in-plane magnetic field perpendicular to the current 
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flow direction should activate 𝑇, resulting in peculiar superfluid condensate properties and a critical current 

nonreciprocity.  

To quantify the diode effect, it is common to introduce an asymmetry parameter, called the diode 

efficiency, 𝜂 = 𝐼𝑐+−𝐼𝑐−𝐼𝑐++𝐼𝑐−  where Ic
+ and Ic

- are the critical currents in the two directions. The value of  denotes 

the magnitude of the diode effect, while the sign defines the polarity. Up to now, reported values of 𝜂 range 

from a few percent to 30%1-5. 

In the present work, using V and Nb superconductors, we demonstrate three types of the SC diode effect 

rooted in Meissner screening instead of the relatively rare FFLO state. We first demonstrate nonreciprocal 

critical current Ic in a superconductor film which is sensitively dependent on the out-of-plane magnetic 

field: a noticeable SC diode effect (type A) is enabled by a magnetic field as small as 1 Oe. Then, by 

eliminating the out-of-plane magnetic field carefully, critical current nonreciprocity (type B) is observed 

with an in-plane magnetic field independent of its orientation with respect to the current flow direction. 

Furthermore, for a superconductor adjacent to a ferromagnetic layer, a large diode effect (type C) with 

efficiency ~65% is demonstrated. Possible physical mechanisms underlying each of the three types of 

nonreciprocities are discussed and approaches for further enhancing the diode efficiency are proposed. 

Besides exposing the ubiquity of the SC diode effect in all superconductors and their heterostructures, our 

work demonstrates a robust control of the nonreciprocity in the simplest conventional superconductors and 

their hybrids without requiring any SOC or complex structures. Our demonstrated diode efficiencies are 

the highest reported thus far.   

 

Results 

Section 1: Type A – Out-of-plane field induced diode effect in SC thin films. 
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of out-of-plane field induced diode effect in a SC film at 1.8 K. a, Top: schematic 

drawing of the vanadium thin film strip. Bottom: optical microscope image of the Hall bar strip of V film. 

Scale bar denotes 8m. b, I-V scans of the device at 2.8 Oe out-of-plane field along ±z direction as indicated 

by the red and blue lines. Black arrows indicate the scan direction. c, Critical currents as a function of the 

magnetic field with black dashed line showing the calculated values based on our model.  d, The diode 

efficiency  vs Bz. e, I-V scans of the device showing a false “in-plane” diode effect, which is actually 

caused by the out-of-plane component of the magnetic field. Note the diode polarity is reversed when the 

magnetic field deviates from nominally in-plane direction by as little as 0.01˚. f, Schematic depiction of 

Meissner screening currents and the asymmetry between the critical current densities at the two edges.  

 

The V, Nb and EuS films in our experiments were deposited on clean, heated sapphire substrates in a 

single deposition process in a molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber with a base pressure of less than 4 × 10-10 Torr. The typical thickness dm of EuS was 5 nm while the V (or Nb) thickness d was 8 nm. The film 

was then patterned by electron beam lithography and Ar ion milling into a Hall bar geometry, with width 

W~8 m and length L~48 m (Fig. 1a). A typical V device has a Tc of 3.5 K ~ 4.3 K and a residual resistance 

ratio around 3 (Supplementary Fig. 1). Current vs voltage scans were recorded in a four-probe geometry to 

observe the critical current nonreciprocity. The I-V scans taken at 1.8 K for a single layer V film subjected 
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to out-of-plane magnetic field are shown in Fig. 1b. In each scan, increasing and decreasing current sweeps 

showed distinct critical current values: a critical current Ic
± was observed marking the SC to normal state 

transition, whereas a much smaller retrapping current Ir
±
 was recorded while transitioning from the normal 

to the SC state. The low Ir
± is often attributed to self-heating when the film is in the normal state3,4. In this 

study, we focus on Ic
± where the nonreciprocity was found to be controllable by applying an out-of-plane 

magnetic field. With 2.8 Oe field applied along the +z direction, critical current for positive current direction 

(Ic
+) was significantly larger than when the current flow was in the reverse direction (Ic

-). Flipping the 

magnetic field to -z direction interchanged the magnitudes of Ic
+ and Ic

-. The magnetic field dependence of 

the effect is plotted in Fig. 1c. We found Ic to show extreme sensitivity to the applied field. A noticeable 

current rectification even occurs with less than 1 Oe applied field, whereas its polarity could be controlled 

by the applied field direction. The changes of both Ic
+ and Ic

- as a function of field follow an “inverted V” 

shape, the peaks occurring at ±2.45 Oe. The diode efficiency plotted against the magnetic field in Fig. 1d 

exhibits a maximum efficiency of ~19% seen at ±2.8 Oe. Such supercurrent rectification (type A) was 

observed in all the superconducting devices we measured. I-V scans of another V device and a Nb device 

are presented in Supplementary Fig. 2, showing similar nonreciprocity in critical current controlled by an 

out-of-plane magnetic field.  

 The critical current nonreciprocity is not expected without breaking the mirror symmetry with respect 

to the x-z plane, as the +x and -x directions are equivalent. Thus, we attribute the observed diode effect to a 

combination of Meissner current generated to screen the applied magnetic field and symmetry breaking 

between the device edges during fabrication. In practice, the two edges of a SC stripe could never be 

identical, thereby admitting slightly different critical current densities jc and jc + jc, both are smaller than 

the Ginzburg-Landau limit jGL, as indicated in Fig. 1f. When current density in the device is above jc, 

suppression of superconductivity on the edge enables vortex flow which destroys superconductivity in the 

rest of the sample11-13. The Meissner effect induces two dissipationless counter-flowing screening current 

densities ±j(Bz) at the two edges, when an out-of-plane field is applied. This current flow adds or subtracts 
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to the applied current at opposite edges, and modifies the measured critical current density values jc
+ and 

jc
-. At small fields, the screening current density is simply the Meissner response j(Bz) = 𝑎𝐵𝑧 which is linear 

with the applied magnetic field, where a is a constant. For the case shown in Fig. 1f, on the 𝐵𝑧 > 0 side, 

we have: 𝑗𝑐+ = 𝑗𝑐 + 𝑎𝐵𝑧 ,     𝑗𝑐− = 𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝐵𝑧 <  𝛿𝑗𝑐2           (1) 

𝑗𝑐+ = 𝑗𝑐 + 𝛿𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧 ,    𝑗𝑐− = 𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝐵𝑧 ≥  𝛿𝑗𝑐2             (2) 

Similar results are obtained when the field is pointing in the -z direction. The measured critical currents 

are 𝐼𝑐± = 𝑆𝑗𝑐±, where S is the cross-section of the device.  𝐼𝑐+ = 𝑆(𝑗𝑐 + 𝑎𝐵𝑧) ,    𝐼𝑐− = 𝑆(𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧) ,   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝐵𝑧 <  𝛿𝑗𝑐2      (3) 

𝐼𝑐+ = 𝑆(𝑗𝑐 + 𝛿𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧),    𝐼𝑐− = 𝑆(𝑗𝑐 − 𝑎𝐵𝑧),    𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝐵𝑧 ≥  𝛿𝑗𝑐2         (4) 

A fitting with 𝑆𝑗𝑐 = 3.14 𝑚𝐴, 𝑆𝛿𝑗𝑐  = 1.35 𝑚𝐴 and 𝑆𝑎 = 0.275 𝑚𝐴𝑂𝑒  is shown by the black dashed 

curves in Fig. 1c, which is in very good agreement with the experimental results. As the field increases, an 

apparent weakening of the Meissner response results in a sublinear dependence of Ic on B. This could be 

due to penetration of vortices into the SC layer, which is estimated to happen around ~10 Oe for the films 

investigated here10. It is convenient to define 𝐵𝑠 = 𝑗𝑐/𝑎 as the field scale where the critical current vanishes, 

assuming a linear extrapolation. Our fitting parameters yield 𝐵𝑠 = 11.4 Oe. Such a drastic suppression of 

the critical current by out-of-plane magnetic field in the thin film geometry could be understood by 

ineffective Messner screening14. The physical interpretation is that, in a thin film, the screening current is 

confined to the plane and is not effective in screening the external magnetic field. As a result, the field 

penetrates on the scale of the Pearl length15 𝜆𝑃 = 2𝜆2/𝑑 ≫ 1. Maksimova14 considered the case <W<P 

and found that Bs = 𝜙0/(√3𝜋 𝜉𝑊), where 𝜉 is the coherence length. For W>P we replace W by 2P in this 

formula (Supplementary Note 1). For V we estimate that  = 130 nm and P =4.25 m, which is somewhat 

smaller than W = 8 μm. Using 𝜉 =11 nm (Supplementary Fig. 3), we obtain a rough estimate of Bs ~ 40 Oe 

which is larger than the observed value, but is of comparable scale. 
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Experimentally, a drastic suppression of the critical current by an out-of-plane field has been reported 

in other superconductor films such as NbN16, TaN16, MgB2
17, (Li,Fe)OHFeSe18 and Nb/SrRuO3 bilayers19. 

However, no asymmetrical critical currents were reported except for a recent work on grainy Sn films which 

was largely unnoticed by the community20. 

Section 2: Type B - In-plane field induced diode effect in SC thin films. 

Due to the highly sensitive dependence of the critical current on the out-of-plane field, a false “in-plane” 

magnetic field induced diode effect could easily be measured. In our study, the device was mounted on a 

rotating sample holder in a DynaCool Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) set up, with a 

minimum step rotation of 0.01˚. The thin film was mounted so that the in-plane magnetic field was along 

the y axis ( = 0˚).  The red curve in Fig. 1e shows the I-V scans of the device with a 2 T “in-plane” applied 

magnetic field showing different Ic
+ and Ic

- values suggesting a SC diode effect. However, when the device 

was rotated to  = -0.01˚, the asymmetry of Ic
+ and Ic

- was reversed. With such a small rotation, the change 

of the in-plane component of the magnetic field was ~ 3×10-4 Oe, which is too small to have any effect on 

the device. Thus, we attribute the apparent in-plane diode effect in Fig. 1e to the residual out-of-plane 

component of the magnetic field. Limited by the resolution of the rotator, the magnetic field was only 

nominally along the y axis and the offset angle could easily be somewhere between -0.01˚ to 0.01˚. The 

corresponding out-of-plane component of the magnetic field Bz was up to 3.5 Oe when a 2 T field was 

applied to observe an apparent in-plane diode effect. The polarity reversal of the nonreciprocity can then 

be due to a change in the Bz component. In our study, the angle between the magnetic field and the film 

plane was carefully calibrated so that residual offset angle was only limited by the equipment resolution. 

Without calibration, we found that the offset angle could be anywhere from -1˚ to 1˚, when manually placing 

the device along a certain plane. In this case, the false in-plane field-induced diode effect occurs even when 

the applied field is as small as 100 Oe.  Because of this observation, we believe that while investigating the 

SC diode effect under an in-plane magnetic field, any out-of-plane component of the field needs to be taken 

into consideration and carefully removed.  
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Fig. 2: In-plane field induced SC diode effect in SC V film. a, Ic
± and || as a function of the in-plane 

field perpendicular to current flow. b, Ic
± and || as a function of the in-plane field parallel to current flow. 

Both sets of data were taken at 500 mK.  

 

To study the effects of the real in-plane magnetic field on the critical currents, we developed a technique 

that enables us to remove the out-of-plane field up to an accuracy of < 0.1 Oe (Supplementary Note 2). Fig. 

2a presents Ic
± and || vs the actual in-plane magnetic field along the y axis (perpendicular to the current 

flow). A clear critical current rectification (type B) occurred with the applied field, where the diode polarity 

was controlled by the field direction. Diode efficiency was found to increase linearly with the in-plane field, 

although it remained significantly smaller than in the type A configuration.  

To gain further insight into the origin of in-plane field induced diode effect, we performed critical current 

measurements when the field was parallel to the current flow and the results are plotted in Fig. 2b. Our 

results show that the behavior of Ic
± and  with the in-plane field parallel to the current flow is very similar 

to the case of perpendicular to the current flow. A diode effect is not expected when the field is strictly in-

plane and parallel to the current flow because the screening current is perpendicular to the applied current. 

Thus, we attribute the observed diode effect to the existence of grains in the SC film. The epitaxial SC film 

was not atomically flat over the entire device areas (8μm × 48μm), and consists of platelet shaped grains 

with slightly different tilt angles due to finite grain heights defined by film thickness. Though the global 

perpendicular field can be carefully removed, a local perpendicular field component may still exist for 

individual grains, creating the observed small diode effect.  
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Section 3: Type C - In-plane field induced diode effect in SC/FM heterostructures 

 

Fig. 3: SC diode effect in SC/FM bilayers. a, I-V scans of a Pt/V/EuS device showing giant critical current 

rectification effect at 1.8 K. Inset shows a schematic of the Pt/V/EuS stack. b, Temperature dependence of 

the critical current at By = 200 Oe. c, Magnetic field dependence of the critical current at 1 K. Solid (dashed) 

lines were obtained when scanning the magnetic field up (down). d, Angle () dependence of  at T = 1 K 

and B = 200 Oe. Data in a and b-d are from two different Pt/V/EuS devices. e, I-V scans of a V/EuS device 

showing a similarly large SC diode effect as in Pt/V/EuS. Inset shows a schematic of the V/EuS stack. f, 

Temperature dependence of the critical currents for a second V/EuS at By = 30 Oe. g, I-V scans of a Nb/EuS 

device exhibiting the nonreciprocity. Inset shows a schematic of the Nb/EuS stack. h, Temperature 

dependence of the critical currents at By = 30 Oe for the same Nb/EuS device. 

 

We investigated furthermore the critical current rectification of the third kind (type C) in a hybrid 

structure where the superconductor film has a ferromagnetic layer over it. Recent studies proposed to 

combine the Rashba SOC on the surface of the superconductor subjected to spin-splitting field ℎ caused by 

a magnetic field or via exchange interaction with a FM. Variants of this proposal have recently been realized 

in a Josephson tunnel junction geometry2-4. The suggestion was to realize this scenario by sandwiching a 

SC layer between a FM insulator and a heavy metal to provide the Rashba SOC, and thus creating the 

needed top/bottom asymmetry7,8. Inspired by this proposal, we fabricated such a trilayer system, 
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Pt(1Å)/V/EuS and observed a giant SC diode effect.  Fig. 3a shows the I-V scans of a Pt/V/EuS trilayer 

when the EuS layer was magnetized along the y direction (in-plane and perpendicular to the current flow). 

With a small external field to magnetize the EuS layer, a dramatic difference was observed between the 

critical current along the positive and negative directions of current flow. At By = -30 Oe, Ic
+ was more than 

4 times larger than Ic
-, producing a giant critical current ratio of 480% and a diode efficiency of 65%, the 

highest value of diode rectification seen in superconductors as yet. The critical current asymmetry was 

reversed when the EuS magnetization direction was flipped. The temperature, magnetic field and angle 

dependencies of the SC diode effect were systematically studied on a second Pt/V/EuS device. A clear 

supercurrent rectification is also demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 6. As the temperature increased, Ic
+ 

and Ic
- reduced whereas  remained nearly unchanged from 60 mK up to 1.3 K (Fig. 3b). Further increase 

of the temperature led to a significant drop of Ic
+, Ic

- and , although clear diode phenomenon was seen 

even up to 3.6 K, close to Tc. At 1 K, the effect was found to quickly reach a maximum value as the field 

was increased to 18 Oe (Fig. 3c), and beyond that the magnitude of Ic
+, Ic

-, and  decreased slightly as the 

field increased. Hysteresis in the critical currents and diode efficiency was observed which resembled the 

magnetic hysteresis of the EuS film. This hysteresis in Ic enables control of the diode polarity via the 

remnant EuS magnetization direction, for field free scenario. Diode efficiency at zero external field, though 

a little smaller than the maximum value when EuS is fully magnetized, was still 21% for the Pt/V/EuS 

device. The nonreciprocity sensitively depended on the angle between the magnetic field and the current 

flow direction. Fig. 3d shows diode efficiency on a polar plot. The largest asymmetry was observed when 

the magnetic field was perpendicular to the current flow direction, while it was negligible when the field 

was parallel to the current flow.  

It is tempting to interpret the giant supercurrent rectification in Pt/V/EuS as support for the FFLO 

mechanism with Pt providing the required Rashba SOC and exchange coupling with EuS giving a large 

spin-splitting in the V layer. However, upon further investigations, we discovered that a similarly large 

nonreciprocity could be observed in a V/EuS bilayer device, without Pt providing the Rashba SOC (Fig. 
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3e). Temperature (Fig. 3f), magnetic field and angle (Supplementary Fig. 7) dependencies of the SC diode 

effect were systematically measured on a second V/EuS device, all show close resemblance to the Pt/V/EuS 

case. Moreover, Fig. 3g,h show similar EuS-magnetization-controlled diode effect in Nb/EuS bilayers, and 

persisting up to 6.5 K, as the Tc for Nb was higher compared to that of V (Fig. 4a). 

  

Fig. 4: Screening current mechanism for the SC diode effect in SC/FM bilayers. a, R-T curves for the 

SC/FM films with and without a 3 nm Al2O3 spacer layer. b, I-V scans of the Nb/EuS device measured at 

1.8 K showing type C SC diode effects. Inset shows a schematic of the Nb/EuS stack. c, I-V scans of the 

Nb/Al2O3/EuS device at 1.8 K showing similar diode effects as in b. Inset shows a schematic of the 

Nb/Al2O3/EuS stack. d, Schematic depiction of the screening currents induced by the out-of-plane edge 

magnetic fields due to the EuS layer. Is denotes the induced screening current.  

 

There remains the possibility that Rashba SOC comes from the interface with EuS. To test this 

hypothesis and further examine the role of the exchange field, we fabricated Nb/EuS and Nb/Al2O3/EuS 

films in one deposition cycle. Two substrates were placed on the sample holder and a mask was used to 

cover one of them during the deposition of the 3nm-thick Al2O3 film that serves as a spacer layer. Without 
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direct contact with the ferromagnetic layer, the Nb/Al2O3/EuS trilayer showed a slightly lower resistance 

and a higher Tc (4a). I-V scans at 1.8 K showed that both films had very similar critical currents when EuS 

was magnetized along the same direction (Fig. 4b,c). The observed critical current nonreciprocity in 

Nb/Al2O3/EuS trilayer, comparable to Nb/EuS bilayer, indicates that a direct contact between the SC and 

FM layer was not required for type C diode effect. Based on these observations, we conclude that neither 

Rashba SOC nor interfacial exchange with the FM are essential in the observed Ic nonreciprocity. Thus, we 

can rule out the FFLO mechanism as the underlying cause of our observed diode effects. 

The diode effect in SC/FM bilayers has been reported in other systems including LSMO/YBCO21, 

Nb/Co12,22 and Py/Nb23,24 heterostructures. The phenomenon could be understood by a screening current 

mechanism12 shown schematically in Fig. 4d. The in-plane magnetization along the y axis of the FM layer 

produces oppositely oriented fringing magnetic fields in the y-z plane at the two edges. A calculation shows 

that, for distances r larger than the film thickness dm , the  fringing field can be viewed as emerging radially 

from point sources with opposite signs at the opposite edges and decay as 1/r25. This produces a z component 

of the magnetic field given by: 

Bz = 2mdmz/(z2 + y2)               (5) 

where z and y are measured from the sample edges and m is the magnetization density. For EuS, we assume 

the Eu moment is saturated at 𝜇𝑠 =  7𝜇𝐵 and estimate 4m ~ 1.5 T26. Similar to the type A configuration, 

this perpendicular magnetic field produces a Meissner screening current flowing in the +x direction. 

However, there are two important differences. Since the fringing field reverses direction on the two edges, 

the current on both edges now flows in the same direction (Fig. 4d), and a diode effect can take place 

without requiring edge asymmetry as in type A.  This current flow adds to the external current in the +x 

direction, but partly cancels the external current in -x direction, resulting in a smaller Ic
+ and larger Ic

-. By 

reversing the magnetization of the EuS layer, screening current flows to the -x direction, which reverses the 

diode current polarity. A second difference is that, unlike a uniform applied magnetic field, the fringing 

fields are strongly localized near the edges. The magnitude of the screening current is estimated using the 
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London equation. The x component of the vector potential is obtained by integrating B =∇ × 𝑨, i.e, 𝐵𝑧 =
𝜕𝐴𝑥𝜕𝑦 .  In the London gauge we find: 

𝐴𝑥(𝑦) = ∫ 𝐵𝑧(𝑧, 𝑦′)𝑦0 𝑑𝑦′      (6) 

where we have shifted the y coordinate so that the sample lies between y = -W/2 and W/2. Using equation 

(5) in the shifted coordinate, we find that right at the sample edge, the Ax field is independent of z and is 

given by 𝐴𝑥 = 𝜋𝑚𝑑𝑚. From the edge it extends into the sample by a distance ~d in the y direction. Using 

the London equation 𝑗𝑥 = 𝑐4𝜋 𝐴𝑥𝜆2, we find that, at the sample edge, the current is given by: 

𝑗0 = 𝑐4𝜋 𝜋𝑚𝑑𝑚𝜆2         (7) 

On the other hand, the critical current density of the SC film is estimated by the GL theory as: 𝑗𝐺𝐿 = 𝑐4𝜋 𝜙03√3𝜋𝜉𝜆2           (8) 

The ratio between the screening current density and the critical current density is then: 

𝑗0𝑗𝐺𝐿 = 3√3𝜋2𝑚𝑑𝑚𝜉(𝑇)𝜙0        (9) 

By using 4π𝑚 = 1.5𝑇, 𝑑𝑚 = 5𝑛𝑚, 𝜉 = 12𝑛𝑚, 𝜙0 = 2 × 103𝑇(𝑛𝑚)2, we estimate: 

𝑗0𝑗𝐺𝐿 = 0.17      (10) 

This rough estimate shows that the screening current due to the fringing field is comparable to the critical 

current and can lead to diode effect. It is worth noting that the size of this ratio benefitted from the large 

numerical factor in the denominator in equation (8) for jGL. The ratio is proportional the thickness of the 

FM film and can be increased using thick films, keeping in mind that the estimate is valid only for dm < d.  

Once the screening current exceeds the critical current at the edge, we adopt the commonly used picture 

that vortices start to enter and flow across the samples, leading to a resistive state. 

Conclusion   

 In summary, we demonstrated three types of the superconducting diode effect rooted in Meissner 

screening. Two of these types employ isolated superconductor films and are controlled by applied magnetic 
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fields. While the third one exists in superconductor/ferromagnet hybrids and enables a nonvolatile control 

via the ferromagnet magnetization. The ubiquitous nature of the phenomena implies that these contributions 

exist in all similar devices, without the need for spin-orbit or direct exchange coupling. Our demonstration 

of the giant diode efficiency of 65% using a 30 Oe external magnetic field, and at zero field a nonvolatile 

diode effect with an efficiency of 21% is setting the stage for envisioning computation circuit architectures 

based on superconducting rectification. 
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Methods 

The growth of V, Nb, EuS, Pt and Al2O3 thin films were carried out in a custom-built molecular 
beam epitaxy system with a base vacuum of < 4×10-10 Torr. Polished sapphire Al2O3(0001) were used as 
substrates, whose surface high quality was assured by ex situ chemical cleaning and thermal annealing and 
in situ outgassing at 800 °C for 30 min. Subsequently the substrate was cooled down to the growth 
temperature for growing epitaxial metallic layers. Typical growth temperature was 230°C for V, EuS, Pt 
and Al2O3, and was 500°C for Nb. High-purity V, Nb, Pt and EuS sources were evaporated from an 
electron-beam source (e-gun) with a growth rate of approximately 0.5 Å/s. The films were patterned to a 
Hall-bar geometry following standard electron beam lithography and Ar ion milling.  

Transport and magnetic measurements were performed in a Quantum Design Physical Property 
Measurement System (PPMS), equipped with a 9 T superconducting magnet. Current–voltage curves were 
measured through a current preamplifier (DL Instruments, model 1211), a voltage amplifier (Stanford 
Research Systems, model SR560) and a National Instruments data acquisition system. Ultra-low 
temperature transport measurements were performed using advanced electronics and BlueFors dilution 
fridge fitted with two axes vector magnet.  
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The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding authors upon request.  
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